
Cultivating Persuasion

In the name of transparent leadership, some CEO’s have taken to company blogs and public emails 
to share their perspective, especially in moments of crisis. Following this trend, Google’s CEO 
Sundar Pichai publicly posted his response to an employee’s anti-diversity manifesto. Here and 
here are what some people are saying about this leadership move. 
PROMPT: Was this response an effective form of leadership and explicit communication? Why or why not?

“Logic and grammar are important. But for students to truly own the English language, they need 
to read and write poems.” Lasky argues students and adults alike need to engage with poetry in 
order to command the written word. For more on the power of poetry, check out this video. 
PROMPT: How is poetry a form of explicit communication? Why is it important to engage with different 
writing mediums and what can be learned from them?

“We might have fewer characters to work with, but we still hunger for narrative. New mediums 
aren’t destroying fiction, they’re allowing us to innovate even more in how we create and 
consume our stories.” It’s undeniable - Twitter is changing the way we communicate. Even 
Oxford Dictionaries recognized this trend in 2015, naming an emoji its word of the year. For 
more on this phenomenon, read here! 
PROMPT: How has Twitter and social media impacted the way we communicate as individuals and as a 
society? Can operating a twitter account improve your explicit communication skills?

“The Atlantic’s Ta-Nehisi Coates had a frank conversation with the musician John Legend about 
his prolific songwriting and his creative process. Legend admits to being a workaholic, but also 
someone who dives in without much planning and lets his art move him…‘The best advice I give 
to writers is to write.’” 
PROMPT: What communication + writing lessons can be learned from the best songwriters? Through the lens 
of explicit communications, choose and analyze a song or album that has been influential in your life. 
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